is the most widely used method for image reconstruction in X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanners, and can produce excellent images in many cases. However, the presence of dense materials, such as metals, can strongly attenuate or even completely block X-rays, producing severe streaking artifacts in the FBP reconstruction. These metal artifacts can greatly limit subsequent object delineation and information extraction from the images, restricting their diagnostic value. This problem is particularly acute in the security domain, where there is great heterogeneity in the objects that can appear in a scene, highly accurate decisions must be made quickly, and processing time is highly constrained. The standard practical approaches to reducing metal artifacts in CT imagery are either simplistic nonadaptive interpolation-based projection data completion methods or direct image post-processing methods. These standard approaches have had limited success. Motivated primarily by security applications, we present a new deep-learning-based metal artifact reduction approach that tackles the problem in the projection data domain. We treat the projection data corresponding to dense, metal objects as missing data and train an adversarial deep network to complete the missing data directly in the projection domain. The subsequent complete projection data is then used with conventional FBP to reconstruct an image intended to be free of artifacts. This new approach results in an end-to-end metal artifact reduction algorithm that is computationally efficient textcolorredand therefore practical and fits well into existing CT workflows allowing easy adoption in existing scanners. Training deep networks can be challenging, and another contribution of our work is to demonstrate that training data generated using an accurate X-ray simulation can be used to successfully train the deep network, when combined with transfer learning using limited real data sets. We demonstrate the effectiveness and potential of our algorithm on simulated and real examples.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCI. 2019.2937221 poly-energetic X-ray sources coupled with energy integrating detectors. When there is a dense metallic object in the field of view, it highly attenuates or completely blocks the X-rays for the corresponding detector locations. When these data are used by the conventional filtered back projection (FBP) method, the resulting image exhibits severe streaking artifacts and inaccurate CT numbers, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Such streaking then leads to errors in material or tissue type identification and object segmentations that can severely degrade automated threat recognition in security settings or clinical diagnosis in medical settings. Boas et al. [1] reported 21% of medical scans in their study were subject to metal artifacts. The problem is worse in security applications, where metallic objects appear in many stream of commerce items [2] , [3] . Thus, metal artifact reduction (MAR) is an important problem in CT imaging. Motivated by the security application, this paper aims to reduce metal artifacts in CT images by applying deep learning (DL) directly in the projection-domain, prior to image formation. Unlike typical image post-processing approaches, by introducing learning in the projection data domain we aim to avoid the creation of artifacts altogether. Additionally, in our approach, metal-contaminated data is completely removed, therefore the type of metal is not critical. This approach also enables our method to use the conventional and efficient FBP approach for image reconstruction, which is fast and already implemented in most of the CT systems available today. We delete the metalcontaminated projection data and train a conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN) to perform projection data completion. The resulting "enhanced" projection data is subsequently used with the FBP method to reconstruct the CT image. This new deep-learning-based MAR (Deep-MAR) approach results in an end-to-end framework that is computationally efficient and tractable, and which fits well into existing CT workflows, allowing easy adoption in existing scanners. In this initial work, we focus on 2-dimensional (planar) problems. A preliminary version of our learning-based sinogram completion approach was presented in [4] for sparse-view tomography.
A. Contributions 1) Deep-MAR Framework:
The main contribution in this work is the new Deep-MAR framework that uses state of the art deep learning (DL) methods based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to complete projection data in a tractable and computationally efficient way. Fig. 1 . FBP reconstruction of a slice from a dataset collected to model airport checked-baggage scenarios is presented [3] . Severe metal artifacts have caused object splitting and boundary suppression which will result in inaccurate object segmentation and labeling.
2) CGAN-Based Sinogram Completion:
The second contribution of this work is the application of state-of-the-art conditional generalized adversarial networks (CGANs) for sinogram completion. CGANs have shown incredible power and generalizability in a variety of image processing problems and yet are relatively new to inverse problems in general and CT in particular. In order to make our work reproducible, simulated test examples, test codes, and trained models have been publicly made available. 1 3) Network Training With Simulated Data and Transfer Learning: The availability of adequate training data is a fundamental DL challenge. This challenge is especially acute for security related CT data, where the universe of possible scenes is very large and thus limits what can be obtained through direct physical experiment. The third contribution of this work is demonstrating the use of a large set of simulated data based on accurate X-ray physics coupled with transfer learning exploiting a more limited amount of real experimental data. We have made the simulation setup and simulated data prepared for this work publicly available. 2 This will motivate and help researchers to develop new machine-learning-based methods to improve CT image reconstruction and analysis.
4) Pathway to Generating Real Training Datasets:
The fourth contribution of this work is the ability to generate real projection-domain training data pairs matched to our framework. By casting the learning problem as one of sinogram completion rather than direct correction we focus the deep network on the task of missing data generation. This focus means the network does not need to handle all the different possible types of metal that can appear in a sinogram, just the lower-dimensional geometric missing-data configurations. As a consequence, our network only needs matched pairs of sinograms with missing and corresponding complete (but non-metal) data for training. 1 This structure makes it possible to generate additional real-data  physical examples to train the DL-based projection-domain  MAR method from existing scene data without metal objects  through simple sinogram data deletion, a much easier task.
B. Prior-Work
Existing MAR algorithms can be grouped into three categories: Model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR-MAR), image-domain MAR (ID-MAR), and projection-domain data completion (PD-MAR). MBIR-MAR methods incorporate a physically derived observation model together with appropriate image-domain priors in an iteratively-solved optimization problem [3] , [5] - [10] . MBIR methods can produce excellent results and are a principled way of incorporating prior information. Unfortunately, they are typically computationally expensive, requiring repeated reconstruction and forward projection in an iterative algorithm. This computational cost has unfortunately limited their practical impact to date, especially in security applications where throughput is important.
Image-domain MAR (ID-MAR) methods rely on imageprocessing techniques as a post-processing strategy to reduce streaks in the reconstructions. ID-MAR methods first reconstruct images which contain unwanted artifacts, and then attempt to correct these artifact-filled images. The problem with this strategy is that once important image structure is lost to artifacts, it can be very difficult to recover it effectively. In the medical context, Soltanian-Zadeh et al. [11] estimate streaks by subtracting a low-pass-filtered version of an image from itself and then thresholding the difference image. Streaks are removed by subtracting this estimate from the original image. This technique involves an ad-hoc thresholding step and does not attempt to recover structure lost in the streak areas. In the security context, Karimi et al. [12] estimated streaks by computing the difference of penalized least squares (PLS) and penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) reconstructions where metalcontaminated projections are down-weighted and the estimated streaks are later removed from the original reconstruction using subtraction. In the medical context, Gjesteby et al. [13] recently proposed coupling conventional normalized MAR (NMAR) with a convolutional neural network. Their method attempts to learn a mapping from the NMAR image to an artifact-free image, with the aim of eliminating the residual artifacts of the NMAR method. Training was done on phantom images with artificially inserted metal objects. The data used appeared limited to 40 slices of a single case, with 5 slices held out for testing. Extending the approach to incorporate more general real data would appear challenging, since obtaining matched image pairs with and without various metal materials would be difficult. Since the nature of the artifacts will change with the nature of the metal in the scene, it would seem that the training set would need to cover the range of metal materials anticipated in addition to the configurational variability, which would be difficult to achieve in the security context. PD-MAR approaches aim to replace the metal-corrupted projection data with data obtained using neighboring information. These methods basically treat metal-corrupted projection data as missing data and attempt to complete these projections. Kalender et al. [14] proposed a simple approach to replace the metalcorrupted data using the one-dimensional linear interpolation (LI) of neighboring detector channels. This approach is by far the most common MAR scheme and is considered a benchmark [15] . However, its performance deteriorates as the size and number of metal objects increases. In attempting to ameliorate the original metal streaking it can also introduce new streaking artifacts, as can be seen in the results in Section V. In an attempt to improve on the LI method, Mahnken et al. [16] proposed an extended, two-dimensional interpolation method that replaces the metal-corrupted projection data with a weighted sum of N -nearest neighbor data points. Rivière et al. [17] proposed a statistical objective function-based projection data restoration method that iteratively corrects for data and model mismatch. The method is not focused on data completion or metal artifacts and can be computationally expensive.
NMAR [18] is yet another PD-MAR algorithm that relies on the presence of a prior image similar to the one of interest and combines this prior with a simple interpolation scheme. Zhang et al. [19] recently proposed a similar approach, in which a prior image is estimated using a trained CNN. Gjestsby et al. [20] trained a CNN to learn mapping from NMAR sinogram to metal-free sinogram. These approaches rely heavily on the prior image and their performance degrades if an appropriately matched prior image is not available. Such prior image-based correction methods are particularly problematic for security scenarios because a good prior image is typically not available due to the high variability of objects and materials present in such scenes.
Claus et al. [21] recently proposed a learning-based PD-MAR approach. They trained a fully connected neural network to perform interpolation of missing data in the sinogram domain, and is thus similar in focus to the current work. Their method applies to a highly constrained problem with only a single metallic object of fixed and known size placed at the very center of the field of view. Since the network is trained for this very constrained situation, it is not clear how this method could be extended to realistic scenarios with multiple metal objects placed at arbitrary locations. In addition, its reliance on a fully connected network severely limits scaling to practical problem sizes. Overall, while there has been initial work aimed at applying learning in the CT data domain, these existing works have been limited to small, toy examples and/or highly constrained scenarios not representative of real applications.
Anirudh et al. [22] proposed an implicit sinogram completion method for limited angle CT application. In contrast to our approach, their method consists of a network that learns a mapping from incomplete projection data to a final complete-data image. They demonstrated that their approach produces better reconstructions and segmentations using incomplete data as compared to conventional limited angle CT methods.
Learning methods based on CNNs have had impact in a variety of applications. CNNs have demonstrated impressive performance on various image restoration tasks, including image super-resolution [23] , image denoising [24] , and artifact reduction [25] . However, training CNNs with a mean-square-error loss function has been shown to result in over-smoothed images [26] , [27] . Adversarial training is an elegant strategy to train neural networks [28] and Isola et al. [26] suggest that a traditional loss coupled with an adversarial loss is a better overall loss function for image-to-image translation tasks. They proposed an approach called a Conditional Generalized Adversarial Network (CGAN) for these tasks. A CGAN consists of two networks: a generator network that learns to perform image-to-image translation, and a discriminator network that is trained to discriminate artificial from true images. The discriminator network is used as an adversarial loss for training the generator network, which forces the generator to be better and better at its job in order to fool the discriminator. We use generator and discriminator network architectures that are inspired from Isola et al. [26] . Different CNNs have already been successfully applied to perform missing data replacement or completion in the image domain [26] , [29] - [31] . However, using CNNs for sinogram completion amounts to learning sinogram-to-sinogram translation, which is a different task.
The success of CNNs depends upon successful learning of internal representations, which typically requires large datasets. This need poses a major challenge for the application of CNNs to many areas where access to large datasets is not possible due to privacy or security concerns or the need for highly skilled labor to provide ground truth annotations, e.g., medical imaging, and especially security applications. A recent trend in these areas is to use transfer learning [32] . In this work, we investigate the use of transfer learning in the security context by pre-training the deep network using a large simulated dataset and then fine-tuning the network on a modestly sized real dataset.
II. LEARNING-BASED MAR APPROACH
In this paper, we propose a framework we term Deep-MAR to reduce metal artifacts in CT images using adversarial deep learning to perform completion of missing projection data in the sinogram domain (i.e. sinogram completion). The Deep-MAR framework is motivated by and focused on reducing the effects of metal in checkpoint security imagery.
A. Deep-MAR Algorithm
The major steps of our Deep-MAR framework are presented in Figure 2 . There are three major steps: i) identification and suppression of metal-contaminated projection data, ii) CGAN based sinogram completion, and iii) efficient FBP image reconstruction and reinsertion of metal objects back into the reconstructed image.
In order to identify the metal-contaminated projection data a conventional FBP reconstruction using the original sinogram is first generated. Thresholding followed by morphological operations are then used to segment the metallic objects in the image, which are forward projected to generate a mask, M , in the sinogram domain corresponding to the metal traces. This mask is made slightly larger than the original thresholding to be sure to remove all the metal. The metal-contaminated projection data is then deleted from the original sinogram. Similar metal segmentation methods have been used in many of the MAR Fig. 2 . Work flow and major components of our Deep-MAR framework are presented. We start with a metal-corrupted sinogram which is used to create an FBP reconstruction to identify the metal objects in the image and delete the corresponding metal-contaminated data in the sinogram. Incomplete sinogram is input to the generator network to complete the sinogram which is later used for FBP reconstruction.
approaches [12] , [16] , [18] , [33] . One could potentially use more sophisticated metal segmentation approaches, for instance a DL-based approach for object segmentation [34] .
B. Learning-Based Sinogram Projection Completion
The heart of the Deep-MAR framework is a state of the art CGAN, which is used to perform the sinogram completion task. A CGAN is composed of two distinct networks: a generator network G and a discriminator network D. The two networks are trained by optimizing an objective function based on a mini-max game [26] , [28] . The overall mini-max objective function we use is given by:
(1) where, x and y represent input and ground truth pairs of incomplete-data and true complete-data sinograms, respectively; G(x) is the estimated complete-data sinogram produced by the generator; E x,y defines expectation over data density p data approximated by training data pairs x and y, D denotes the discriminator network, and λ is a hyper-parameter used to control the balance between the two terms in the expression. The inclusion of a discriminator loss was seen to improve the overall result relative to an 2 only loss. In the Supplementary Material, we provide more detail on the value of the 2 and discriminator loss terms to the overall formulation.
In the optimization (1) the networks G and D act as adversaries -that is, G attempts to make perfect sinograms while D attempts to detect fakes. The first term in the objective captures this interaction through an adversarial loss between G and D. This loss is given by:
were, E x defines expectation over incomplete data density, approximated by averaging over input training data samples x. The presence of this loss forces the D network to improve its discrimination ability and thus also forces the generator network G to become better and better at completing sinograms. In other image processing tasks, such an adversarial approach has been shown to produce more robust and higher performance generator networks G. The second term in the optimization (1) is the traditional loss associated with fit to the training data. In this case we use the 2 loss because our initial experiments indicated that an 2 loss performs better for sinogram completion, as compared to choices such as the 1 loss. The internal structure of the coupled generator and discriminator network architectures are presented in Figure 3 . Convolutional kernels of size 5 × 5 with a stride of 2 are used at each layer for both the generator and discriminator networks. The generator network, G, has a modified U-Net architecture with a fully convolutional architecture. Instead of using max-pooling layers for down-sampling, two-pixel strided convolutions are used. For up-sampling, transposed convolutions with two-pixel strides are used. Overall 6 down-sampling and 6 up-sampling layers were chosen. Additionally, there are skip connections between each layer i and n − i, where n is the total number of layers. The skip connection at each layer merely concatenates outputs at layer i to layer n − i. Using stride-2 convolutions result in sub-sampling and significantly larger practical effective receptive field (ERF) as compared to stride-1 convolutions [35] . The theoretical ERF grows with the number of layers -6 down-sampling and 6 up-sampling layers result in a theoretical ERF of 757 × 757 pixels [36] , so each estimate could potentially use information from very large area of the input sinogram. Kernel size selection is also guided by the theoretical ERF in that using smaller kernels would require more layers to achieve a desired ERF and larger kernels would result in many more learning parameters needing estimation. Empirical testing showed that 5 × 5 convolutional kernels with a shallower architecture perform better than 3 × 3 convolutional kernels with a deeper architecture. Dropout is used in the last layer to avoid over-fitting. It is used after all batch-normalization (BN) layers as suggested by Li et al. [37] since dropout results in variance shift when applied before BN.
The discriminator, D, is based on the full sinogram image, instead of just patches. Given a ground truth or network output sinogram conditioned on the input incomplete sinogram, our discriminator network classifies the full sinogram as real or fake. The reason behind using a full-sinogram discriminator is that missing data follows sinusoidal structure, which would not be possible to accurately capture using a patch-based discriminator. Additionally, the network is trained to perform non-blind sinogram completion. The missing data are the metal-contaminated data points in sinogram, which are masked before the sinogram is input to the generator network. By using mask-specific sinogram completion our loss function is focused on the areas of most interest -where the data is missing. The generator network output is given by:
is the output of the last layer of the generator network, M is the metal mask, and denotes element-wise multiplication. This choice retains non-metal sinogram data as is, and uses the deep network to replace only the metal traces. We use 2X downsampled sinograms for discriminator (D) to speedup the training procedure.
III. NETWORK TRAINING
A major challenge in the use of deep network architectures is having sufficient data to allow robust training of the network. In many computer vision and image processing tasks there is access to abundant samples of training data (e.g. ImageNet [38] , which contains over 14 million images). In contrast, in the security domain there is a great diversity of possible objects in a scene, yet the amount of physical CT data available for training is severely limited. To address this limitation we generated a training set for sinogram completion using physically accurate X-ray simulation tools. After initial training, our networks are then refined with available physical data through transfer learning. Areas without metal are considered background (air) in this work -that is, the target replacement value for metal regions is background material and, conversely, only locations with background material are considered for virtually embedding metals in real-data. This approach makes the problem more tractable since the network can focus on a smaller space of possibilities.
A. Simulated Training Data Generation
Most conventional CT scanners use a poly-energetic Xray source coupled with energy integrating detectors. We can accurately model the data obtained from such scanners as a sum of mono-energetic sinograms weighted by the corresponding relative strength of the source spectrum. The resulting projection output can thus be well modeled as:
whereĨ (i) is the relative X-ray source intensity at energy E (i) , obtained from the energy-dependent scanner source weighting function η(E (i) ) at energy E i and scaled by the overall X-ray source intensity or blank scan factor, I 0 . The sinogram contribution at energy E (i) for ray-path j corresponding to the line L j is denoted by I (i) j and is obtained from the Beer-Lambert law using the energy-dependent scene attenuation coefficient μ( x, E (i) ) at location x and energy E (i) integrated over the associated ray path. Note that the exponent in the Beer-Lambert expression is a line integral projection, and is approximated by discretizing the integral using standard methods. In this work we use a common ray-based projector model [9] , though other models are certainly possible (e.g. distance driven projection, Fourier methods, etc.).
The projection data contributions are degraded by datadependent and electronic noise. The data-dependent variability follows a Poisson distribution with mean corresponding to I
The electronic noise is modeled as Gaussian zero-mean and variance σ 2 e . Since the standard CT data are log-normalized, the final X-ray observation model for ray-path j is defined as:
where the sum is over the contributions from each of the N source energies used to approximate the continuous spectrum. The term g (i) is the energy-dependent detector response or gain Fig. 4 . Setup for simulated training pair generation. A metal-free scene is created using our stochastic bag simulator which is forward projected to compute a reference sinogram using our physically accurate X-ray scanner model. Our stochastic bag simulator then defines geometrical configurations for metallic objects in the scene to generate masks for data deletion in the sinogram domain. These masks are then used to delete data resulting in an incomplete sinogram. A large set of training pairs consisting of incomplete and reference sinograms are created this way to train our CGAN model. which captures the photon to charge conversion factor, therefore, y j is measured in units of current. This model is consistent with poly-energetic models used in different published studies [3] , [5] , [17] , [39] . By incorporating a full energy aware ray model, effects such as beam hardening are inherently included. Note that one could consider other sensing models and configurations in a straightforward way by instantiating appropriate simulation models, including, for example, photon-counting detectors, Monte-Carlo-based photon scatter, etc. Coupled with this physically accurate X-ray scanner model, we also created a stochastic bag simulator. This bag or scene simulator places objects of different material composition and of varying geometric configuration at random locations in the scene. The current instantiation of the simulator uses geometric primitives including circles and rectangles and uses material attenuation coefficients drawn from the NIST XCOM database [40] . The setup for simulated training dataset generation is illustrated in Figure 4 . A metal-free scene is created and then multiple metallic object areas are defined with corresponding sinogram data deletions to create multiple training pairs. These training pairs consist of sinograms with data deletions corresponding to metal object locations (incomplete sinograms) and the corresponding sinograms without the metal objects (reference completed sinograms). The entire process can be done quickly allowing the generation of tens of thousands of sinogram pairs, much more than would be possible to do physically. Other, more complex, scene generators could also be used for this purpose.
B. Real Training Data Generation
Acquiring physical matched sinogram pairs with and without metal objects for training is a challenge, especially in security settings. What would be required in general is a real sinogram containing metal objects and the corresponding real sinogram if those objects were absent, but everything else in the scene remained the same. Such consistency is very difficult to achieve in practice.
As a consequence of formulating the PD-MAR problem as one of sinogram completion, our approach only requires metal-trace masked and corresponding metal-free complete sinograms for CGAN training since we are focusing our learning on missing data completion. We can use sinogram data from scenes which do not contain metal objects, and then create matched sinograms by deleting data in the sinogram that corresponds to geometric configurations of embedded objects. We define these object configurations at locations of the image associated with voids or background. In this way we can manually generate a modest a number of real pairs of incomplete and complete sinograms to train our CGAN. The security scans used for this data generation were obtained from the ALERT Center of Excellence (http://www.northeastern.edu/alert/transitioningtechnology/alert-datasets/)
C. Real Data Transfer Learning
We combine our two sources of training data (that generated by accurate X-ray physics simulation and that derived from real scans) through transfer learning from the larger simulated data set. Transfer learning involves transfer of knowledge from a learned function, f S (·), that solves a task T S in a source domain D S to achieve improved performance in learning a function, f T (·), to perform a task T T in a target domain D T [32] , [41] . The most common use of transfer learning in DL research involves learning a function, f S (·), in the form of a deep network from a large set of training data and then copying the first k layers of this network f S (·) to a target network f T (·) as an initialization. In general, D S = D T and the target task T T may or may not be the same as the source task T S [32] . The initial network then undergoes additional refinement or training using a smaller set of training data from the new task. Transfer learning has been shown to provide improved performance, generalization, and robustness to over-fitting as compared to random initializations combined with limited training for various image classification tasks even when D S and D T are very different from each other [32] , [42] - [44] .
In this work transfer learning from a larger set of simulated data to a smaller set of real data is used. The learning task (sinogram completion) remains same in our case, i.e., T S = T T , however, the nature of the training data is changed, i.e., D S = D T . Additionally, we use the same network architecture for both source and target tasks, and we copy all layers of f S (·) to f T (·). We first train the network on a large simulated dataset acquired by the physically accurate simulation setup previously described. This trained network, f S (·), is later fine-tuned using a smaller amount of real data. This strategy allows us to achieve good performance on real data even with a small real dataset.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the details of our experiments, networks, and training. For simplicity, we restrict our experiments to 2-D parallel-beam geometry in this work. Training deep networks is a challenging and time-intensive task, but once trained, inference is very fast. Note that in the examples considered here our proposed Deep-MAR method is very efficient; our generator network G takes approximately 58 milliseconds to perform sinogram completion on an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU at test time, which makes it attractive in real world contexts. We use a CPU implementation of FBP which has not been optimized for efficiency, and on average it takes 1.55 seconds using an Intel Xeon (2.4 GHz) processor on a Linux system with MATLAB R2017b to reconstruct the 2-D images considered in this work.
A. Metal Artifact Dataset 1) Simulated Dataset: Our simulated data model is based on the Imatron C300 scanner. Equation (4) was used to simulate poly-energetic CT with a weighting function η(E (i) ) and detector response g (i) = 2.6 × 10 −3 · E (i) pA/quanta estimated by Crawford et al. [3] , source intensity set to I 0 = 1.7 × 10 5 photons per ray, and using N = 121 uniformly sampled energy levels between 10 KeV and 130 KeV. The electronic noise variance σ 2 e = 3.37 pA 2 is modeled as counting statistics of 20 photons detected at 65 KeV following [3] . Photon scatter could certainly be included in our simulation setup in a straight forward way. However, accurate Monte Carlo scatter simulation methods are computationally very expensive (O(n 6 )) [45] . This additional computational load would limit the amount of simulated training data we could generate. We decided a simpler ray-based simulation was sufficient for sinogram completion training that was required and therefore, in this initial work, we do not include scatter in our simulation setup. Attenuation images of size 475 mm × 475 mm were generated with attenuation coefficients from the NIST XCOM database [40] . The list of metallic and non-metallic materials used is presented in the Supplementary Material (Section S1). Sinograms at each of the N = 121 energy levels were generated using 720 uniformly sampled projection angles between 0 • and 180 • , and 1024 detector channels per projection angle. In order to match the network input and output size, zero-padding was performed to result in a sinogram of dimensions 1024 × 768. We generated 10,000 example images using the stochastic bag simulator with non-metallic objects, and placed up to 5 metallic objects in each instance resulting in a training dataset of 50,000 sinograms. An additional 25 suitcase scenes with different configurations of cylinder and sheet objects (similar to the ones in the ALERT Task Order 3 dataset [3] ) were manually generated and included in the training dataset. For each of these images, matched pairs of sinograms without and with metallic objects in the scene were generated. We used horizontal flips of this data as a data augmentation strategy. The ASTRA toolbox [46] was used for accelerated forward projection in the training data preparation. We used our stochastic bag simulator to generate 102 reference metal-free scenes and inserted up to 5 metals to result in 510 test dataset sinogram pairs which were used for qualitative and quantitative analysis of our approach on simulated dataset.
2) Real Training Dataset: Additional real training data was generated from real sinogram data acquired by an Imatron C300 scanner. The data was part of a collection effort supported by DHS [47] . The scans were performed with a field of view (FOV) of 475 mm × 475 mm with a peak X-ray source energy level of 130 KeV. Data was re-binned to a parallel geometry with 720 projection angles and 1024 detector channels. Further, to match the network input and output size, zero-padding was done to result in a sinogram of dimensions 1024 × 768. In order to create the pairs of sinograms for training of the CGAN, 1,706 different slices which did not contain significant metal objects were manually identified from the scanned bags. The strategy described in Section III-B was used to generate 8,530 pairs of real data sinograms for training with sinogram missing data corresponding to up to 5 virtual metallic objects. Horizontal flips of this data were also used as a data augmentation strategy. This real data was used for transfer learning as previously described.
3) Real Testing Dataset: For quantitative analysis of performance on real data, 159 pairs of sinograms were generated by selecting metal-free images from the ALERT Task Order 4 dataset [47] using the strategy described in Section III-B. This strategy was used for quantitative analysis since the reference artifact-free images without any metal objects are available in this settings. For qualitative analysis on real data, slices were selected from the ALERT Task Order 3 dataset [3] which contained metals and caused severe artifacts in the reconstructions. FBP reconstructions were generated for selected slices, and a metal mask identified by applying a threshold of 4000 Modified Hounsfield Units (MHU = 1000 + 1000(μ − μ water )/μ water , where μ water = 0.202527 cm −1 ) [3] , [12] . Thresholded mask results were eroded and then dilated with a disk-shaped structuring element of radius 2 and 4 pixels respectively to obtain a final metal mask. Erosion was used to remove very small objects, and a small dilation was used to over-segment the metals. Selected sinograms were input to our Deep-MAR framework and final reconstructions were used during testing for qualitative analysis of our proposed method.
B. CGAN Training
To optimize our CGAN sinogram completion network, the original GAN training strategy [28] was followed, where alternations between one gradient descent step on G and one step on D were performed, with the exception that for the first 4 epochs k = 1, . . . , 4, 6 − k iterations on D were done for each gradient descent iteration on G. Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with batch size 6 was used for both simulated data and real data transfer learning. The standard Adam optimizer [48] was used with learning rate of 0.0002 and momentum parameters β 1 = 0.9, β = 0.999. The value of the hyper parameter λ = 10 was decided empirically. For simulated data, the CGAN was trained for 25 epochs on 50,000 examples using the training scheme just described. Real data was used for transfer learning from the simulated data trained network with just 8,530 pairs of real sinograms. We trained our model on the real dataset for 50 epochs. In order to show effectiveness of transfer learning, we also trained a model without pre-training on the simulated dataset, i.e., training the model from scratch on the real dataset. At test time, the trained generator network G was used to perform sinogram completion. The network was implemented in Tensorflow [49] heavily borrowing code from the Tensorflow implementation of CGAN. 3 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section Deep-MAR results are shown and its performance is compared to similar computationally light sinogram completion approaches suitable for use in practical settings. Comparison is made to LI-MAR [14] , and WNN-MAR [16] on both simulated and real data. For a fair comparison, we set the weight of the original data μ WNN = 0 for WNN-MAR, and use default values for the rest of the parameters suggested in [16] . The performance of our trained CGAN is also analyzed using attention maps and latent space analysis. The performance of our generator network architecture is compared to a popular CNN architecture VDSR [23] in Supplementary Material. This comparison demonstrates the effectiveness of U-net like architectures as generator network. Furthermore, we present additional experimental results in the Supplementary Material.
A. Sinogram Completion Experiments
Since a key element of our proposed approach is sinogram completion we first focus on the ability of Deep-MAR to successfully perform this task. Qualitative sinogram completion results on simulated data are shown in Figure 5 . Each row corresponds to a different sinogram completion case. The first row shows the original uncorrected sinograms, the second row shows the results obtained using LI-MAR [14] , the third row shows the results obtained using WNN-MAR [16] , and the fourth row shows the results obtained using the proposed learning-based completion approach Deep-MAR. Column (a) in Figure 5 corresponds to a simulated example, while column (b) and (c) correspond to two different real data examples obtained from the ALERT TO3 dataset [3] . The reference metal-free sinogram for the simulated data example in column (a) is presented in Supplementary Material. The images corresponding to these cases are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . LI-MAR and WNN-MAR use limited neighboring data in 1-D and 2-D respectively coupled with spatially invariant weights to produce sinogram completion results. While this limited information is adequate in simple cases with few, small metallic objects, these methods struggle in more realistic security scenarios containing larger areas of missing data and complex configurations. As highlighted by the red arrows, the proposed Deep-MAR approach produces sinograms with fewer visual artifacts, such as discontinuities at metal trace edges compared to methods widely used in practice. Additional sinogram completion results presented in Supplementary material show that the proposed Deep-MAR based completion results are closer to the ground truth sinograms compared to LI-MAR and WNN-MAR completed sinograms.
To perform a quantitative analysis, we use 510 test examples from the simulated dataset and 159 examples from the real dataset prepared for quantitative analysis. We compare sinogram completion results to reference metal-free sinograms using average mean square error (MSE) and present results in Table I . Our sinogram completion method greatly reduces the average MSE as compared to LI-MAR and WNN-MAR: 89% and 87% average relative MSE reduction in simulated data, and 80% and 75% average relative MSE reduction in real data experiments respectively. We also compare performance of our models trained from scratch and using transfer learning on the real dataset using sinogram completion results. The advantage of transfer learning is evident through a significant improvement of 31% in terms of average relative MSE as compared to the model trained from scratch.
B. Simulated Data Reconstruction Experiments
In this section MAR reconstruction results on simulated data are presented. We use oracle information to segment metals in the simulated data experiments. In Figure 6 a qualitative example is shown corresponding to the sinogram case in Figure 5(a) . In addition to qualitative comparison, quantitative analysis of the reconstruction results using average MSE, average structural similarity (SSIM), and average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of 510 simulated test images is presented in Table II . The proposed Deep-MAR method results in significant image quality improvement which is quantified by a 74% and 78% decrease in average MSE as compared to LI-MAR and WNN-MAR methods, respectively. Improvements can be noticed in SSIM and PSNR metrics results as well. Thus the Deep-MAR approach not only performs well in qualitatively suppressing metal artifacts, but is also good at correcting the underlying attenuation values, and correct attenuation numbers are important for the successful functioning of security algorithms.
C. Real Data Experiments
In this section end-to-end MAR reconstruction results on real data are presented. First qualitative results for two challenging real data examples are presented in Figure 7 . These reconstructions correspond to the sinograms in Figure 5 These include large metal objects in proximity to thin sheets or the boundaries of containers (bulk items), as well as interior regions of objects that should be uniform in intensity. In the conventional FBP image it can be seen that the presence of metal causes streaking through the middle of objects which splits them, shading (intensity variation) of what should be homogeneous regions, and the corruption of container boundaries important for segmentation. While conventional MAR methods (LI-MAR and WNN-MAR) help to some extent with streaking, there still exists significant loss of boundary information. Additionally the existing methods produce new streaking artifacts in some cases. In contrast, the Deep-MAR method appears to do a remarkable job on this very difficult task of preserving boundary information and object uniformity. The ability to preserve such object information greatly aids subsequent object segmentation and material recognition tasks. Additional reconstruction results for a variety of real data scenes are presented in the Supplementary Material. In addition to qualitative results, quantitative analysis of real data cases was performed on a set of 159 real data examples (as described in Section IV-A3). These results are presented in the Table III . This quantitative analysis reveals that our proposed Deep-MAR method results in 59% and 68% reduction of average MSE as compared to LI-MAR and WNN-MAR methods, respectively. Improvements in average SSIM and PSNR metrics are also significant. We also compare performance of our models trained from scratch and using transfer learning on the real dataset using reconstructed images. The advantage of transfer learning is evident through a significant improvement of 23% in terms of average relative MSE as compared to the model trained from scratch.
Artificial generation of objects can be a concern when using machine learning algorithms in general imaging applications. We have not observed any such artificial objects generated by our CGAN approach, though imperfections at different stages of our method can and do lead to artifacts such as streaking, boundary drop out, and intensity shading. These artifacts are similar to what is seen with other completion-based MAR methods, though we believe the enhanced power of the CGAN approach reduces them.
D. Attention Maps
To gain an enhanced understanding of the behavior of our deep network approach we extend the occlusion sensitivity analysis work of Zeiler and Fergus [50] to image-to-image translation tasks. The work in [50] focused on image classification tasks and aimed to compute attention maps by occluding different regions of the input image and examining the resulting impact on performance of the deep network on the corresponding image classification task. The idea is that occlusion of more important image areas to the network will correspondingly have greater resulting performance impact. In this work, we apply this idea by repeatedly replacing an 11 × 11 patch of sinogram values with random data sampled from a uniform distribution U(0, m) (which is thus uninformative) and then examining the resulting sinogram completion performance. Here, m is the maximum value in the sinogram under study. We use overlapping patches with a sliding distance of 6 pixels. We then compute the corresponding MSE for the sinogram regions completed by learned network and generate a 2-D attention map by associating this MSE value with the center of the corresponding noise patch. For better scaling, we display log 10 (·) of the MSE. Larger values in this resulting map should correspond to regions of the sinogram with more important influence on the solution generated by the network. It can be seen from the maps that small sinogram gaps seem connected to small decision support regions while challenging scenarios as presented in (d) needs decision support from a larger portion of the sinogram. Fig. 9 . A 2-D t-SNE visualization of (a) input sinogram data and (b) corresponding latent representation learned by CGAN encoder are presented alongwith the corresponding reconstruction images. The t-SNE visualization of the input sinogram does not exhibit any structure, i.e., similar image slices are not assigned similar t-SNE representations. However, the t-SNE visualization of our CGAN encoder's learned latent representation shows that similar image slices are assigned similar representations. This exhibited structure suggests that our CGAN encoder has successfully learned the semantic information in the sinograms.
Attention maps generated using this strategy are presented in Figure 8 . These attention maps provide us a way to understand which areas of the sinogram the generator network considers most important to the result. Figure 8 show that the pixels closest to the missing data appear to be the most important in generating an estimate, which seems logical. They also show that the size of the region of major influence also appears to grow with the width of the region of missing data. Figure 8(d) shows that for challenging problems with significant missing data, more and more of the sinogram is used to generate an estimate. This "adaptivity" is in contrast to existing LI-MAR, and WNN-MAR methods where the region of influence is fixed and unchanging.
E. Latent Space Analysis
The ability to learn latent structure could be argued to be one of the reasons behind the success of deep networks. The generator network that performs sinogram completion in our CGAN framework follows an encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder maps high-dimensional input data to a low-dimensional latent representation, which is then used by the decoder to create the final image. One question is whether the resulting learned latent space representation is semantically meaningful -that is, whether it is actually capturing underlying relationships between different scene configurations. To investigate this question we applied the popular t-SNE [51] dimensionality reduction technique to visualize the high-dimensional input and corresponding learned latent space representations of various examples. We used sinogram data from all the 2-D slices of a suitcase and applied the t-SNE approach to the input sinogram data as well as the encoder produced latent sinogram representation to compare the representational information in these two domains. A 2-D presentation was created wherein each point in the input and latent space was tagged with its corresponding reconstructed image. Of course, similar images will have similar corresponding sinograms. The results are presented in Figure 9 . The images associated with the input sinogram data do not appear to exhibit significant clustered structure. It does not appear that similar images/slices are grouped together in the original space. In contrast, similar image slices do appear to group naturally together in the latent space representation case. This result suggests that our CGAN encoder is able to learn a semantically meaningful latent representation from the sinogram projection data.
VI. CONCLUSION
Metal artifacts pose serious challenges to interpretability of CT reconstructions. While many sinogram completion based methods and image post-processing methods have been proposed, the problem is still very challenging and the subject of active research. In this paper, we present Deep-MAR, a new DL-based framework for data domain MAR, that uses a CGAN for data domain sinogram completion. Additionally, we demonstrate the successful use of transfer learning from simulated training data to a small set of real data. Excellent performance is achieved on challenging real security examples and the method is computationally light enough to be used in practical situations. We evaluate the performance of our method on simulated and real datasets and compare the results to two popular MAR methods: LI-MAR, and WNN-MAR. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of reconstruction results show the potential of our approach over conventional methods. In particular, the proposed method robustly suppresses metal artifacts and retains significant structure and reconstructed density numbers. Although, we consider a security scenario in this paper, our technique is generic in that it can be trained and applied to reduce metal artifacts in other applications as well, such as medical imaging.
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